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Scapegoat Social Groups 

The scapegoating of a typically blameless and often vulnerable group at 

times of economic and social problems is a recurrent historical theme. Most well 

known manifestations follow an easily discerned pattern, at least in retrospect. The 

scapegoats are characterised through propaganda as a threat to society. They are 

vilified in a variety of ways and their ill treatment is justified as necessary. The 

antipathy whipped up against them serves at times of crisis to deflect attention from 

structural inequities and inherent tensions in society and from a privileged elite that 

may otherwise be challenged. When black Americans, descendants of freed slaves, 

were subject to greatly increased incidents of lynching and general abuse during 

times of a decline in the price of cotton it was easy to see the dynamic in action. 

Likewise, the manner in which the Jewish people were subjected to a shocking and 

ultimately genocidal increase in racist abuse at a time when Germany was in a 

deep economic and social quagmire is an uncontested example. There was much 

more to the anti Jewish corpus of legislation and the subsequent holocaust, but few 

historians doubt that they represented a convenient scapegoat for Germany’s 

problems without which the Nazi movement would have found it impossible to gain 

traction. History furnishes many other similar examples: the Kulaks in Stalinist Russia 

and vulnerable women (witches) at times of crisis and disaster in medieval Europe, 

to cite a few. In the United States in the 19th and early 20th centuries, anti-Chinese 

racism waxed and waned with the fortunes of the labour market. When jobs were 

plentiful, there was little abuse of Orientals but at times of job scarcity there was an 

immediate recrudescence of the old antipathies. 

A new and Unexpected Scapegoat Group 

In Ireland, the recent economic collapse saw the emergence of a novel and 

entirely unexpected scapegoat group, the nation’s corpus of public servants.  Such 

a manifestation of this social cancer is sufficiently new in several respects as to fall 

without the typical historical paradigm governing intellectual analysis and 

understanding of the phenomenon. It would scarcely occur to most people that the, 
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albeit, unprecedented attacks of a social, economic and moral nature mounted on 

public servants in Ireland over the last year and a half could share anything 

fundamental in common with the examples of scapegoating mentioned above.  

Public servants don’t seem vulnerable in any sense similar to the status of black 

Americans, oriental immigrants to the US or German Jews. The current reality for 

public servants hardly bears comparison with the horrors of witch burning or the 

genocidal destruction of the Jews in Nazi Europe or the mass starvation and 

destruction of the Kulaks in Stalinist Russia.  In extent, certainly, there is no 

comparison but, nevertheless, the underlying dynamics are disturbingly similar. When 

analysed carefully the commonalities are there with sufficient clarity to warrant 

explanation through the same framework. 

No Warning of Attacks 

Firstly there is the remarkably sudden genesis at a specific time without any 

warning of the widespread explosion of covetousness   towards public servants.  

Their gratuitous representation as bloated parasites sucking the economic lifeblood 

from Irish society commenced immediately it became plain that the enormous 

economic boom Ireland had been enjoying was turning into an enormous bust. 

There were no previous whisperings in the media or among the chattering classes 

that hinted at such a view in society. There was indeed much talk of wealth and 

new found riches but entirely among those builders and speculators who were 

obviously benefitting enormously from the property splurge with its slipstream of gains 

for bankers, financiers, accountants, lawyers and estate agents, all in the private 

sector. There was a small elite group within the public circle the remarkably 

improved economic fortunes of which might well have excited some complaint but 

little or none was to be heard. More about that group later.   

The one area of public sector remuneration that was highlighted as excessive was 

the exorbitant fees paid to barristers in the series of marathon tribunals necessitated 

largely by wrongdoing in the body politic. The beneficiaries here of course were all 

part of a private sector elite, members of the same club as those growing wealthy 

on the back of the property bubble.  Contrary to any suggestion that public sector 

employees were being enriched by the good times, the series of wage inflationary 

restraining national agreements into which they were bound together with some 

elements of the private sector were hailed as central to the labour market 

competitiveness that was deemed to have enabled the great economic 

transformation in Ireland. Indeed, in 2002 it was officially declared by a government 

review board, the Benchmarking Body, as it was known, set up to investigate the 

issue, that the pay of most public servants has begun to lag behind those 

equivalently qualified and employed in the private sector . Appropriate upward 

adjustments of a relatively modest average of 8.94% were made across a wide 

range of public sector grades.    
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Another similar benchmarking exercise conducted in 2007 declared that for the 

majority no further upward adjustments were warranted with the exception of the 

already highest paid public servants within the board’s remit. In the context of what 

was to follow, it is noteworthy that the report of the Benchmarking Body issued at the 

time stated clearly that when public servants’ pay was compared to employees in 

private sector organisations comparable in size to public sector organisations, pay 

rates were much the same. Clearly in 2007, while no case was found to support the 

view that public servants were underpaid by comparison, neither was there any 

evidence that they were over paid. It is also noteworthy that a 12% discount was 

imposed on public sector pay rates in the comparison process to offset what was 

seen as their more advantageous pension entitlements. Nevertheless that supposed 

advantage was later to be eliminated through the pension levy without any 

reference to the benchmarking report and how it had concluded that public 

servants in the main did not merit a pay increase. 

Over roughly the same period an alternative pay adjudicating system reserved for 

those at the top of the public sector, such as Departmental Secretaries General, 

Deputy and Assistant Secretaries, University Heads and Professors, Members of the 

Judiciary and Government Ministers awarded very substantial pay increases. In 2000, 

Secretaries General of the top government departments were awarded a 33.3% 

pay increase. The Garda Commissioner was awarded a 28.5% increase, the 

Taoiseach, 22.2%, the Chief Justice 22.2%, Ministers 20.3%, T.D.s 18.7% and Senators 

18.7%. Those increases were followed by another round of massive increases in 2007, 

resulting in more than a doubling of salaries between 2000 and 2007 for a variety of 

elite public servants and politicians. Examples are detailed below on page 10. The 

whole system was designed to give ever more to those who had than to those who 

lacked in the public sector, in imitation of a clear trend already permeating the 

private sector.  To anyone who cared to investigate, both the public and private 

sectors were getting much more inequitable in so far as remuneration went but 

there was no suggestion at all that the public sector was in any way overpaid, not 

until the storm clouds gathered and it became evident that the forces that had 

fuelled all the gains for those at the top of the pile were now about to cause an 

implosion, threatening to engulf all those who thought that Ireland had turned into 

the United States.  

Spending or Taxes 

There was no secret at any time about the pay of public servants while 

remuneration in the private sector has always been cloaked in more secrecy 

especially among those who are declared as self employed for tax purposes. The 

fact that the widespread carping about public sector pay emerged only when it 

became clear that tax revenues had collapsed – so dependent had they become 

on the property bubble – and when it became obvious that to sustain ordinary 

public services, taxes would have to increase substantially, indicates quite clearly 
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that its genesis lay in the anxiety to avoid tax increases and not in any a priori 

conviction that public servants were indeed too well paid.  

Initially the politically sensitive question of how to raise more taxes, an issue 

particularly problematic for  the ruling Fianna Fail party, so wedded had it become 

to imported neo liberal economic convictions,  was long fingered by putting the 

matter out for consideration to a Taxation Commission.  However, by the time the 

Commission reported in July 2009, the ruling Fianna Fail party, supported by the 

Greens, had found a more ideologically favourable alternative. Emboldened by 

their recent success in foisting an initial pay cut on public servants in the guise of a 

pension levy and buoyed up by the unprecedented propaganda against public 

servants that doubtless it did much to fuel, it realised that taxation could be taken 

off the agenda entirely and the circle squared by extracting more and more blood 

out of the already weak and wounded public servants. Their wages would be 

slashed again it was announced while the Taxation Commission’s proposals for 

raising more tax revenue were unceremoniously binned. This plan was given effect in 

the December 2009 budget, when public service pay was cut by between ?% and 

% depending on pay level. At the same time a wide variety of social welfare 

payment were reduced but scarcely any tax increase was imposed. 

 

It had become axiomatic that efforts to balance the public income-expenditure 

account could only be discussed in terms that denied the existence of the income 

half of the equation. The need to balance was made synonymous with the need to 

cut expenditure, a synonymy that has been dutifully observed by the media at large 

in a way that is nothing short of amazing.  By the simple expedient of never allowing 

taxes to be mentioned, the problem of filling the gaping hole in the public finances – 

caused in the first place by a duplicitous, irresponsible and ultimately unsustainable 

taxation policy not by any excessive expenditure on public services – became a 

problem solely of how to reduce expenditure.  It should be recalled that the OECD 

asked to investigate the matter reported in 2008 that the scale of public services in 

Ireland was in comparative terms with other European countries on the very modest 

side, the third lowest proportionately of 25 OECD countries. Indeed, Ireland’s 

expenditure as a proportion of GDP on public services dropped from 33.6% in 1996 

to 28.5% in 2005. In 2006 Ireland’s spending on social protection was 18.2% of GDP in 

comparison to an EU average of 27%. No reliable official figures at any time 

suggested that Ireland had a bigger or more expensive public service than it could 

afford. Quite the opposite was the case. Ireland was and remains at all times, a 

country in which those with money are allowed to keep it and the notion of a social 

contract expressed through free public services available equally to all is engaged 

with in a niggardly fashion. This fits entirely with the analysis contained in this essay.   

  Selfishness or Ideology 
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It would of course be a mistake to attribute the behaviour of the Government 

in general and the stance of Fianna Fail in particular to a blind attachment to 

ideology. Neo liberal economic and political Ideology there is of a kind but it is in 

actuality an ex post facto rationalisation of policies entered into at the behest of the 

narrow social and economic elite that controls the party.  The extent to which the 

party has become an extension of big business interests and of the capital owning 

classes was possible to conceal in the past. During the Haughey era the fact that 

the wealthy, the Taoiseach included, were allowed to become honorary non 

citizens and avoid paying their taxes was simply not known while the ordinary citizen 

was willing to make remarkable sacrifices, believing that the Irish of all classes were 

digging deep together to rise from the economic mire. During the Ahern era the 

sudden reversal of Ireland’s poor economic fortunes, built initially on the somewhat 

fragile foundations of foreign inward investment and then on the entirely 

unsustainable sands of the property bubble, created such a lot of wealth that a 

people so unaccustomed to the sight of riches were easily bought off by lower taxes 

and the promise of security that they ignored the degree to which society was run 

increasingly for the benefit of Fianna Fail’s golden circle of supporters.  

It was of course no accident that those at the top of society both in the public and 

private sectors were seeing an enormous income gap opening up between 

themselves and the mass of the people. Prominent media personnel, organisational 

heads, top civil servants, top academics  were all being drawn into the golden 

circle, huge pay increases guaranteeing that those whose power and influence can 

set the parameters of thought and discussion for those below them were kept on 

side by the ruling elite. That the country was being ruled in their interest and that 

benefits to the rest of society were secondary and contingent upon their being 

enough left over after the national wealth cake had such a disproportionate slice 

taken out by the few, was not grasped by the Irish people. Even when it became 

apparent that some of our richest citizens were able to lawfully pay no tax 

whatsoever, the penny did not drop that something was seriously amiss in planet 

Ireland. A public glad to see an end to immigration and simply content to be 

employed, had no inkling that those at the helm in Leinster House, together with their 

friends in the banking and property development headquarters that surrounded 

them were, not only avaricious and duplicitous, but criminally reckless as well. When 

the reality of that became apparent, as eventually it had to, there was a real 

possibility, indeed by historical evidence, a probability of some form of revolution.  

The Risk of Revolution 

Revolutions happen not when a society’s fortunes are at their nadir but when 

they begin to plummet from a zenith. When a people have developed expectations 

in which they are disappointed they vent their anger. The Icelandic population in 

identical circumstances took to the streets and effectively overthrew their 

government in January 2009. This should have happened in Ireland. If it had, the 
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game would be up for the golden circle. The neo liberal right wing policies that had 

ruined the nation would inevitably be replaced by a much more left leaning 

outlook. The dramatically burgeoning foreign debt would have been stemmed not 

by seeking to slash expenditure but by raising taxes, with public sentiment ensuring 

that the burden fell most heavily on those who had enriched themselves during the 

boom.   

Right wing and rich elites, however, do not go quietly. On the contrary they use their 

disproportionate power and control over the levers of society to remain firmly in 

control and sustain their privileges at all costs. In countries with weak democratic 

cultures, such as Republican Spain in the 1930s or Chile in 1973, they engineer 

military coups. In circumstances where such blatant and strong arm tactics are by 

circumstances rendered infeasible, they resort to a more subtle strategy. Enter the 

power of propaganda and the identification of a scapegoat. In the future it will 

doubtless remain a major bone of contention among political scientists and 

historians whether the targeting of public servants was a deliberate plan hatched 

within the upper echelons of Fianna Fail or whether it emerged more spontaneously 

from discourse within the golden circle and was immediately seized on by the 

Fianna Fail led Government having spotted the potential for a scapegoat group 

that would deflect the public’s anger away from the elite.  

Scapegoat groups tend historically to be politically weak and in some significant 

way out of kilter with the dominant ideology within society.  Read for dominant 

ideology, that ideology which is fostered and validated by an elite and privileged 

ruling class. At first glance neither criterion would seem to apply very obviously to 

public servants in Ireland. A great many public servants are after all well paid and 

highly educated professionals with responsible and traditionally respected positions 

in society. They seem as a class neither weak nor out of kilter with the zeitgeist.  Most 

of them certainly would not have dreamt of themselves in those terms. Surely the 

lesson of history is that a more marginalised group such as immigrant workers, of 

which a very great many came to service the Irish economy during the boom years, 

would have better fitted the bill.  

History does not always repeat itself, at least not in the same outward form. Instead, 

new expressions of old realities are invented to realise the same objectives. Our 

membership of the European Union, upon which the economy of Ireland greatly 

depends, rendered such stark racism both impractical and socially impossible. Most 

immigrants were from within EU borders and had a legal right to live and work in 

Ireland. It would be legally impossible to discriminate against them. Apart from the 

opprobrium any concerted campaign of discrimination against them would incite 

from our EU partners, the general social taboo against racism rendered it 

unacceptable in Ireland. No matter what case was advanced against immigrants in 

terms of Irish jobs for Irish citizens, the media could not and would not cooperate 

with such a campaign. That same is a mark of a genuine advance in civilization, 

whether it was achieved by EU legislation or by enhanced sensibilities matters little. 

On a less positive note, it should not be ignored that a campaign against 
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immigrants, who continue to faithfully serve the Irish economy often in lower paid 

and less popular jobs, even if it had been feasible, might well have cost the elite in 

Ireland instead of bringing it gains. Immigrant labour tends to be more willing and 

less demanding in any society. Their presence tends to exert a restraining effect on 

worker expectations in the labour market, all of which is in the interests of the elite.  

All things considered, it is clear that if a scapegoat class were to be identified, it 

would have to emerge elsewhere in society. New circumstances called for new 

thinking and the creation of new divisions. 

 The new ideology 

But, surely, Public Servants were altogether too interwoven into the fabric of 

Irish society, quite the opposite of a marginal and vulnerable group. This is very likely 

something of an illusion, however, and fails to take account of the rapid changes 

that have occurred in Irish society and how far the dominating economic and social 

ideology has come to reflect elite interests and drifted away from reflecting the 

interests of the majority. Irish society is not what it was and Public servants are no 

longer as interwoven into the fabric of the new society with its new ideology. The 

dominant ideology in Ireland can now be summed up in terms of a value system 

that identifies the greatest virtue in the making of profits through commerce, trade 

or speculation, that regards taxation as primarily an impediment to the making of 

profits and sees public services as a kind of charity which should only be provided so 

long as there are enough crumbs falling from the tables of the elite without their 

being in any way discomfited. Yawning gulfs between the income and wealth of 

the elite and the ordinary citizen are not only to be ignored but to be celebrated 

with absurdly ostentatious materialism being admired rather than decried. In 2007 

40% of the nation’s wealth was owned by 5% of its people. It is from that 5% and from 

their faithful retainers and hangers on that the new ideology has emanated.  

In their hearts most Irish people do not subscribe to this way of thinking but since 

virtually all public discourse reflects this value system to one extent or another (with a 

few honourable and isolated exceptions, most notably the journalist Fintan O’Toole), 

there is no apparent alternative that they can discern and, lacking any kind of 

leadership, they mutter their concerns in private or seek to position their thoughts 

within the reigning paradigm. In the absence of strong leadership, it is always a small 

minority who are psychologically capable of maintaining attitudinal stances that are 

at odds with an unquestioned dominant view. Why there has been such a failure in 

Ireland to articulate a set of values and a view of society that would serve to 

counteract such an elite ideology is an issue of immense importance and goes to 

the heart of the dilemma in which public servants now find themselves. This will be 

further explored presently. 

 Public servants are in two crucial senses at odds with the elite ideology. They do not 

in any immediate or short term sense create profits for the elite. Their work is, 
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therefore, not the kind of activity that is deemed important or valued by the golden 

circle. Any kind of logical or sophisticated analysis of the way society operates 

would of course conclude that public servants play an enormous role in fostering 

economic development. Most obviously, in a technologically advanced economy, 

there could be no economic progress and no profits without a complex educational 

system which could never be provided at the necessary scale outside the public 

sector. Likewise, in the absence of an ordered and peaceful society, to which the 

Gardai, the judicial and the prison systems are essential, no modern economy can 

hope to thrive. The same principle runs right across the public sector. It may be 

impossible to deny the validity of this logic but it is perfectly possible to ignore it, 

particularly if you are irresponsible, selfish and short term focused. It will scarcely 

escape the readers notice, however, that these are exactly the qualities that led 

Ireland into its current travails. These are the qualities that enabled the elite to create 

the kind of ultimately unsustainable economy and extraordinarily divided and 

uneven society that we have.  

To give rightful due to all those who contribute to the wellbeing of the economy and 

the society that supports it, would of course deny the elite the right to their 

extraordinary privileges: to make stratospheric incomes, to avoid making a fair 

contribution to the public purse and to have the body politic orchestrate society at 

their bidding and to serve their every whim. For the kind of society that we have to 

continue and that is the primary objective of the government and its elite circle of 

friends and confidantes, it is essential that the dominant value system focuses 

entitlement on the few, the supposed wealth creators, and denies the true 

interconnectedness of society, indeed denies the existence of such a phenomenon 

as society at all in favour of an entire emphasis on the economy, itself to be 

understood in a very narrow and altogether distorted way.  

A deeply deceptive corollary to the denial of the contribution of the public service 

that the elite ideology allows to be widely held is that private sector paid 

employment is indeed to be valued. In contrast, an early casualty of the elite 

ideology was the value placed on parents caring for their own children within the 

home. The income tax individualisation revisions introduced by a Fianna Fail led 

government in the 1999 budget were openly and unashamedly premised on the 

view that the key economic unit in society was thereafter to be the individual, which 

it always had been in so far as production is concerned but certainly not so within 

the realm of consumption and particularly not so in the realm of child care. The aim 

was to force parents into the labour market since no value was placed within this 

ideology on parenting and maintaining stable homes because that activity did not 

contribute immediately to the wealth of the elite.  Within the dominant ideology, 

directly servicing the labour needs of the business community, in contrast to public 

sector employment, enjoys a propaganda definition as ‘productive’ and is, 

therefore, to be admired by comparison. It is what is known as the ‘real world.’  

This partial concession to the worth of labour is in fact highly provisional and purely 

strategic in nature. It is provisional on most private sector employees not being in 
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trade unions and not seeking to assert themselves or their rights in any organised 

way. It is provisional on their being subservient and not seeking a fair share of the 

products of their labours. This is immediately evident in the constant assertion of 

Ireland not being wage competitive, which though it is never said, does not refer to 

competition with Germany, France, Denmark or the Netherlands but with India, 

China, Poland and Bulgaria. The desire of the elite is to reduce the income of their 

employees to that of much poorer and under developed countries and that is 

precisely what they would do if the opportunity arose, not in the interests of 

competitiveness but in the interests of profiteering. Should private sector employees 

in Ireland start to seriously unionise and to assert their right to a fair share of the spoils, 

they would be immediately outside the elite definition of virtue and propaganda 

war would be waged upon them just as it is now waged on public sector 

employees. Some more perspicacious employees in the private sector may realise 

this. Certainly their union leaders, their being in this case one fifth of all private sector 

employees, have articulated the warning that cuts to public sector pay will be the 

thin end of the wedge for cuts to private sector pay. There is no doubt that this is 

indeed true but a great many workers in the private sector remain ignorant of this 

reality preferring instead to believe the ego boosting rhetoric that they are in the 

‘real world’ and that if they hadn’t to support those who are not, they would be 

better off. They would be much worse off for many reasons, but that is not yet 

apparent unless you can view the nature of society without the distorting and 

blinding effects of the ideology imposed by the elite.  

Weak public servants and dominant elite  

It may now seem clear that public servants are by the very nature of their 

circumstances in society out of step with the dominant ideology but are they really a 

weak social group?  In certain respects they would appear to be the opposite. 

Public servants in comparison to their private sector colleagues are better educated 

on average, more likely to hold professional or white collar positions and, more 

importantly, are very heavily unionised. Some public servants like members of the 

Gardai and of the armed services are not allowed by law to strike or take other 

industrial action but all other public servants can and, being heavily unionised, surely 

they should be in a position to defend themselves and their interests by collective 

action. In all of this there is a remarkable paradox which will be explored below but 

first it is worth reflecting on an obvious way in which public servants are today much 

weaker than they would have been in the past.  

A dominant ideology is exactly that; it dominates thought. It sets the limits of and 

terms for discourse. It confidently asserts a prioritisation of values without fear of 

contradiction. The misfit between public service and this dominant ideology greatly 

vitiates public servants. It strips them of confidence in fighting their corner. 

Individually they sense that they are out of step. They are told they are not 
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productive; they were not part of the much vaunted if never adequately defined or 

explained Celtic Tiger. They are not in the real world. That ‘real’ in this context  is 

entirely a value laden definition constructed in accordance with the selfish interests 

of the elite and their hangers on does not occur to most, because they are not privy 

to any public discourse that would suggest anything of the kind. Again, that is the 

power of a dominant ideology. The question that most obviously arises is why the 

trade union movement failed to articulate the alternative viewpoint. Why did it not 

provide a counterpoint to the forces of the elite? The answer to that truly goes to the 

heart of how public servants have found themselves to be so weak and vulnerable 

to attack and the answer is that the trade union movement In Ireland was captured 

by the elite. This is the great untold story that renders comprehensible what 

transpired over the last two decades in Ireland and without some understanding of 

which nothing that has happened can be accurately understood. 

 

 

The capture of the trade union movement 

The ideological capture of the trade union movement by the elite will take 

much detailed research in the future before it will properly be understood. It is not 

hard however to map out the broad topography of what transpired, though the 

motives, responsibilities, and contributions of the actors involved are much harder to 

discern. Crucial to an understanding of the process is the notion of national wage 

agreements, a phenomenon that in Ireland well predated the deep recession of the 

nineteen eighties but was resurrected then as a means to rescue the economy. In 

principle the idea had merit in that at the time it was inevitably going to be 

advantageous for economic growth, which was sadly absent, for there to be a 

stable industrial relations climate with more organised and powerful groups of 

employees restraining themselves from using their industrial muscle to win larger pay 

increases, a process which then tended to lead to leap frog demands by other 

groups. In practise, while its intended effects were achieved, the imbedding of 

national wage agreements in the Irish industrial relations scene had enormous, 

unforeseen consequences which have been the subject of suspiciously little analysis 

or comment. What has transpired is a serious weakening of the foundations of the 

trade union movement in Ireland leading to a dangerous lacuna where there should 

be a well spring of opposition to the dominant ideology.  

As negotiations and activity within the movement became centralised through the 

national agreement mechanism, trade union members in the workplace were 

progressively marginalised. Pay increases and changes in conditions of employment 

were no longer obviously related to organisation and activism at workplace level 

but instead emerged from a bureaucratic process as distant as the upper echelons 

of Government from the average trade union member. Not surprisingly, grass roots 
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activism began to wither and trade union membership as a proportion of those in 

the labour force declined markedly in the private sector which constituted the bulk 

of employees in Ireland. While the labour force doubled with the upsurge in the 

economy, trade union membership failed to grow as it should. Trade unionism as a 

grass roots movement became marginalised in Irish society with only the public 

sector holding its own numerically. Of course this represented a further rift between 

the circumstances of public servants and the dominant ideology in Irish society, 

which at the behest of the elite inevitably became more opposed to the very tenets 

of trade unionism. Trade unions were for shirkers. Workers in the ‘real world’ 

competed with each other; they did not gang up together to make demands on 

their benevolent employers, the real wealth creators. 

The notion of national wage agreements also evolved into something much more 

fundamental to the nature of Irish society. They became national society 

management agreements under the process known as social partnership. Not only 

did they decide wages and employment conditions but they decided taxation and 

social welfare and in effect the model along which society as a whole was to be 

run. Now we had the spectre of the leaders of the trade union movement joining in 

partnership with employer leaders and the elected government of the day to 

decide how the country should be governed. This represented a potential 

opportunity for the trade union movement to counter the dominant ideology and to 

widen enormously the paradigm governing decision making about Irish society. 

Instead it became an active colluder with the elite ideology accepting its terms 

without question and operating entirely within the agenda set down by it.  Wage 

increases were to be restrained and such increases as were given were to be for 

increases in productivity. Taxes on income were to be reduced, with the highest 

income tax rate set at around 40%, a policy which when implemented universally 

greatly advantaged those on higher earnings. The emphasis was to be on flexibility 

for employees – doing as their employers wished them to do – and on avoidance of 

any industrial action by trade unions.  

This latter feature of successive agreements represented the self-emasculation of the 

trade union movement. It is the equivalent of an army secreting all its weapons in an 

inaccessible place. Worse was to follow. The most capitulatory action of all by the 

trade unions was to agree that wages in the public sector should be decided by the 

same market principles as those in the private sector through the so called bench 

marking process. In the private sector those who can control their own wages – the 

elite – give themselves the highest wages possible, often stratospheric figures, while 

those who have their wages decided by the elite through so called market forces 

are paid the least possible. Inevitably, this produces enormous distortions where the 

elite earn many multiples of the earnings of even those at the upper end of the 

lower tier. The effect on public sector wages was predictable. As indicated above, 

in the first round of benchmarking in 2002 increases of on average 8.94% were given 

to most public servants. This followed the pay restraint that had operated effectively 

within the public sector but was largely ignored in the private sector where market 
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forces in a full employment economy did indeed exert upward wage pressure.  At 

the same time the elite public servants and politicians were awarded enormous 

wage increases.  Heads of top Government Departments found themselves with 

salary increases of the order of 135% between 2000 and 2007. In 2000 they were paid 

£101,278 (€128,632). After a series of pay increases, their salaries had ballooned to a 

staggering €303,000 in 2007. Likewise Government Ministers, paid £91,427 (€116,112) 

in 2000, saw their salaries leap by over 100% to €240,000 in 2007 while retaining the 

right to almost unlimited unvouched expenses, the enormous scale of which has 

recently come to light. The Taoiseach and the Chief Justice both paid £114,500 

(€145,415) in 2000 had their salaries more than doubled to €310,000, higher than that 

of the US President who is paid $400,000  (€267,236 at conversion rate on 23-11-09).  

The Garda Commissioner saw his salary increase by 130% between 2000 and 2007 to 

€240,000, almost exactly the same increase and salary that accrued for top paid 

hospital consultants. The same general pattern occurred all around the upper 

echelons of the public sector. A new value system, in every sense of the term, had 

taken over.  

By no means had all trade union members sold out and accepted the dominant 

ideology but effective opposition was impossible.  Individual trade unionists could 

carp and complain, speak out at their annual congresses, put down dissenting 

motions for adoption by their individual unions, warn of the dangers of such pacts 

with the devil but in the end they were marginalised. The real decisions in the trade 

union movement were no longer taken by individual trade unions in a democratic 

manner. They were taken by a cadre of permanent mandarins at the apex of the 

movement within the Irish Congress of Trade Unions and they were now entirely in 

league with the elite. They had become members of the elite, thought the correct 

thoughts, spoke the correct language, and understood all matters economic and 

social within the correct paradigm. They had become Orwell’s pigs, wearing clothes, 

walking on two legs and supping with the old enemy. The grass roots membership 

was allowed to vote but within such constrained parameters that their input was no 

more than a formality. 

When anyone spoke out against social partnership or against any of its 

consequences, they were dismissed as unrealistic and dangerous. Social partnership 

was ‘the only game in town.’ The Association of Secondary Teachers (ASTI) sought to 

break the stranglehold, broke away from ICTU and attempted to use its industrial 

muscle to win significant wage increases for secondary teachers. They received no 

support within the trade union movement, not even from the other teacher unions, 

but were instead regarded as dissidents. They were told the only game in town for 

increasing pay was benchmarking. Paradoxically, to remain part of the trade union 

club they had to accept the terms set by the neo liberal elite. Wages were to be 

defined by market forces, not by collective action. To the astute observer the very 

raison d’etre of trade unions had been abandoned. Inevitably, the isolated ASTI, led 

by a General Secretary who seemed in public as unhappy with his union’s stance as 

the Minister for Education, weakened by internal dissent and assaults from all sides, 
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did not have the courage to play out its hand and embark on a prolonged strike. 

ASTI buckled and crawled back inside the ICTU tent having achieved nothing. Ever 

after it was held up as the salutary example of the fate that awaited anyone who 

dared to question the imposed consensus that social partnership and benchmarking 

were the only games in town.   

Members now of a transmogrified trade union movement operating within a neo 

liberal framework, public servants, though they did not yet know this, were in a very 

precarious position. Wages and conditions it was accepted were to be at the whim 

of the market through the process of comparison. The traditional notion of trade 

unions as collectives designed to de-commodify labour and rescue it from the 

vagaries of market forces was blithely ignored. It was no longer clear what exactly 

trade unions were to be or what benefits might flow from their membership now that 

they had transmuted into quasi governmental bureaucracies. The majority of 

workers in the private sector saw no benefits and declined to join. The market as any 

sensible person should have foreseen proved to be an extraordinarily dangerous 

and unpredictable horse for the public sector cart to be tethered to. As pointed out 

above, the so called ‘market’ (far from free, fair and unfettered in every respect) 

immediately produced in the public sector enormous distortions in income in favour 

of the upper echelons, those the elite needed to keep on side. Furthermore, it was 

far from clear how the benchmarking process was in fact conducted. Exactly who 

or what in the private sector was a Garda, a teacher or a hospital nurse to be 

compared with? The whole process operated behind a veil of secrecy that 

suggested that it might not stand up to careful scrutiny. This was later seized on by 

the elite to suggest that public servants had somehow unfairly extracted great 

advantages from the system, ignoring the quite paltry increases actually won. That 

the notion of comparing public to private sector work might be inherently 

nonsensical due to their fundamentally different natures was not considered. Neither 

was it considered that if private sector wages declined in any occupation, the logic 

followed that they should decline in the comparison occupation in the public sector.  

The trade union movement in Ireland had bizarrely led its members to the very place 

that trade unions were designed to rescue them from, to protect wages from the 

vagaries of market forces, a market which can always be influenced far more by 

employers than by individual employees. It would be one thing if the private sector 

in Ireland was dominated by trade unions but with only around 1 in 5 private sector 

employees as members, the trade unions were conceding control of wages in the 

public sector entirely to forces outside their control, forces entirely dominated by the 

elite. 

When the elite decided it was time to attack the wages and conditions in the public 

sector, its employees were in a very weak position. Ordinarily, and even the Minister 

for Finance conceded this point, the cut in wages imposed through the pension levy 

would be met by outrage and result in immediate confrontation between 

government and a solidly unified trade union movement. Trade unions do not allow 

wage cuts. This time they did. ICTU called a phoney day of protest and then 
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derailed union attempts to engage in industrial action by deflecting the process into 

prolonged talks with no hope of success. It was an astonishing and entirely 

bewildering spectacle for the victimised public servants but in retrospect it was 

entirely consistent with the pattern that had preceded it.  Without their members 

understanding what was going on, the leaders of the union movement had 

repositioned the concept of trade unionism within the dominant paradigm ruled 

over by the elite. Those in trade unions were now in a place where there was to be 

no more protection from the demands of the elite than those outside trade unions. 

The market, in other words, the writ of the elite, was to apply to all. This particular 

market places little value on public service. Public service and public servants is by 

the reckoning of the elite simply a cost on profits and like all costs it is to be 

minimised and slashed without sentiment. 

Any theoretical analyisis is only as good as its capacity to explain reality as it unfolds 

and predict the future course of events. In light of the central role I afford in this 

analysis to the capture by the elite of the trade union leadership, it is instructive to 

reflect that I completed and circulated the first edition of this paper in ???  2009.  I 

have left unchanged the present section up to the end of the last paragraph where 

that section previously ended. Now in the middle of 2010 what is there to add. Have 

events conspired to validate or undermine my analysis?  

Weaknesses inherent in the calling of 

public service 

The subversion of the trade union movement is of course the dominant 

element explaining why public servants were, despite appearances to the contrary, 

a marginalised and weakened group when they came under attack. There are, 

however, other vitiating factors playing upon them. Public servants represent a 

group peculiarly unsuited to open confrontation. They labour under a burden of 

middle class civility and rationality. They see disputes as best sorted out through 

negotiation and agreement, not by assertion of power. They are insufficiently selfish 

or, at least, insufficiently comfortable with being openly and unashamedly selfish. 

Perhaps it derives from being servants, being in jobs where they seek to meet the 

human needs of those in need, whether that be the sick in hospital, children in the 

class room or the poor and unfortunate in need of social welfare. It leaves them 

uncomfortable and ambivalent about closing down their services, marching in the 

streets, picketing and aggressively voicing their anger to the media. When they 

march, as they have in large numbers, they seem meek and subservient. They do 

not howl their anger or chant belligerent slogans. They simply are too unused to 

confrontation and naked power play to know how to behave or to play the game 

with conviction.  

Comment [a1]: As in your 
longer document, I’m 

uneasy about this label, as it 
actually plays into the hands 

of the elite. Professional 

employees are working class 
in reality, whatever the self-
image they are encouraged 

to accept by the elite. How 

about something like ‘the 

civility and rationality that 
comes with comparative 

affluence’. 
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The elite against whom the public servants are pitted suffer from no such 

ambivalence. It is their very selfishness and conviction in their own entitlements that 

has carried them to where they are. They will mouth platitudes about the public 

interest and the good of society but, unlike public servants, their self interests are in 

no way hampered by any belief in such rhetoric. Recall the aplomb with which the 

then Taoiseach, Charles Haughey, was able to speak on national television about 

the country living beyond its means while he himself lived in a mansion the life of a 

feudal lord spending millions in untaxed income gifted to him for his ongoing services 

to the elite by those within the club who had a few million to spare at the time.  It 

was, of course, an excellent division of labour which at least one of his benefactors 

was candid enough to admit.  Haughey was to run the nation politically, they to run 

it economically. In demanding huge handouts, Haughey was simply forcing the club 

to meet the terms of the deal in full. If he was to devote his time to creating an 

Ireland designed to enable his fellow elite to become hugely enriched, then they 

had an obligation to see that he could live like they did. Within its own terms it was a 

perfectly honest deal. Unfortunately, for everyone else outside the golden circle, it 

meant that Ireland was being run by and on behalf of a narrow social class to which 

all benefits would first flow and if there were sufficient leftovers, there would be a 

trickle down for the rest.   

The behaviour of Charles Haughey, about which we now know quite a deal, 

constitutes just one particularly outstanding example of elite activity. Precisely the 

same morals and tactics apply right across the elite class, whether they are in 

manufacturing, high finance, trade unions, public service or broadcasting. They 

share a profound disregard for truth. All language becomes propaganda in the 

service of selfish ends and of maintaining an ideological stranglehold on society. 

Rules and laws are created, bent or broken in accordance with personal needs. 

Anyone paying any attention to evidence given at the various tribunals will have 

been struck by the estrangement between truthfulness and the elite.  They are 

deeply convinced of their own entitlement, viewing reality as an extension of their 

own egos. If it is good for them, perforce, it is good for society and the ends always 

justify the means.  

It may seem as if this is a description of psychopathy, and to some extent it probably 

is, but it is not at all unusual. Any careful examination of the lives of the elite in any 

society at any time in history reveals a profile such as this, though its precise 

behavioural expression will vary with the circumstances of the place and time. The 

profile may not even be particularly rare in human terms but it is those who possess it 

in a more crystallised form who rise to the top under circumstances of raw 

competition. The dangers the profile represents for society are normally mitigated in 

a functioning modern democracy by a system of checks and balances as in the 

elaborate constitutional system devised by the founding fathers of the United States. 

In Ireland for a variety of reasons that are beyond the scope of the present essay to 

analyse, we now woefully lack this system of checks and balances. There are no 

forces to counter the power of the elite. The government is the most unpopular we 
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have ever had among the general voting public but the nation seems powerless to 

stop the elite continuing to govern in their own interest even after being responsible 

for the reckless mismanagement and destruction of the economy. The same forces 

continue to daily make decisions of enormous consequence that are primarily 

designed to protect the elite from the fallout of their avarice and folly and to pass 

the burden onto the ordinary citizens. There are only isolated and easily marginalised 

voices disputing the dominant ideology with no organised source of an alternative 

discourse. The press and broadcasting services are mere reflections of the dominant 

ideology, a circumstance which says more about the monopoly this ideology has 

achieved in popular discourse and thought than about direct control of the press, 

though there is evidence of this too. It is no accident that the organs of Independent 

News Media, controlled by a doyen of the elite, Sir Anthony O’Reilly,  are more 

forthrightly faithful to the elite ideology than is, say,  The Irish Times or The Sunday 

Tribune, though the balance is dangerously skewed in those as well.  

Viewed in the context of a subverted trade union movement, an extraordinarily 

dominant ideology inimical to public service, a government of and for the elite - a 

class determined to prevail at all costs, a press and broadcasting system 

communicating through the prism of the dominant ideology, absence of any 

organised voice of alternative analysis, it seems reasonable to view public servants 

as a weak and marginalised class. It does not seem fanciful any longer to apply the 

‘scapegoat class’ framework. Many public servants may be educated, live in nice 

houses, have reasonable incomes (so far) and do what used to be regarded as 

important and respected jobs. This however is a legacy of a more benign past and 

in no way insulates them from the precarious position they now occupy. Ireland has 

not always been run by and for a neo liberal elite. It is now, and if this continues the 

past for public servants will be a very poor predictor of the future.  

The real threat to society 

It is not just the future for public servants that is at stake. There is an enormous 

flaw at the core of the elite ideology that has Ireland in thrall. It completely 

misconstrues the true nature of society and in so doing altogether misconstrues as 

well the nature of economic reality. This latter element should be abundantly clear 

after the unprecedented twin banking and property market collapses both of which 

were the inevitable and predictable consequences of the logic of the elite who 

commanded the whole system. It can hardly be debated now that the cabal of 

politicians, their business friends and academic advisors who had been and still are 

in charge had no clue how to run an economy. They were wedded to a completely 

fallacious economic theory. That is generally agreed. What is not adequately 

grasped at all in Ireland is the extraordinary and equally fallaciously premised 

distortion the same elite have wrought in our sense of society, a sense that was 

relatively weak ever since Ireland abandoned its agrarian order to pursue 

industrialisation.  
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In the elite ideology, society is a servant of the economy. The order of precedence 

runs in that direction in all respects. Wealth creation is more important than wealth 

allocation; production is more important than consumption; consumption of 

economic products is more important than consumption of non economic goods; 

production is more important than leisure or family. Growth takes precedence over 

stability and sustainability. The natural world is subservient to the built, manufactured, 

transformed world of the economy. The production unit takes precedence over the 

human. Competition reigns over community and cooperation. It is an ideology that 

is in every sense unbalanced and distorted and contrary to the interests of human 

wellbeing. While it reaps extraordinary dividends for a tiny elite minority, at least in 

material, though not necessarily in real human terms, it is guaranteed to wreak 

havoc with the lives of the vast majority. They are reduced to the status of drones, 

running ever faster and faster to catch up with an ever receding and illusory goal.   

The property market bubble is a perfect metaphor for the society created in the 

wake of such an ideology. Everyone is set in a frenetic competition with everyone 

else racing to get aboard the runaway property train. As they do, they mortgage in 

a very real sense their lives ever further into the future: twenty year mortgages turn to 

twenty five, to thirty, to forty. A greater and greater proportion of life - of two lives 

now, where once one could do the job easily – must be devoted to putting a roof 

over one’s head. The roof, of course, to be affordable at all must be ever further 

from where gainful employment can be obtained. Urban sprawl, chaotic planning, 

ever increasing road congestion and longer commutes, pollution, resource wastage 

and an increasingly unsustainable reality follows in tandem. At the end of the whole 

process, the market collapses. The house is worth half or a third of what was paid 

and one or both of the jobs are in jeopardy. Shortly the house for which all the 

sacrifices were made will be at risk too. 

This deeply skewed concept of society is inimical to public service and public 

servants in every way. To combat it and advance a more comprehensive and 

balanced appreciation of the Ireland in which we wish to live, public servants must 

develop a class consciousness, a sense of common identity from which in turn will 

emerge the means by which our sense of society can be articulated and realised. In 

his famous and now frequently pilloried radio broadcast on St Patrick’s Day 1943, the 

then Taoiseach and leader of Fianna Fail, Eamon DeValera, set out what he 

believed was the kind of society that the Irish people then wished to maintain. The 

following passage in particular is expressed in terms likely to raise a smile in our 

deeply materialistic era: 

“ The Ireland that we dreamed of would be the home of a people who 

valued material wealth only as a basis for right living, of a people who, 

satisfied with frugal comfort, devoted their leisure to the things of the spirit – a 

land whose countryside would be bright with cosy homesteads, whose fields 

and villages would be joyous with the sounds of industry, with the romping of 

sturdy children, the contest of athletic youths and the laughter of happy 

maidens, whose firesides would be forums for the wisdom of serene old age. 
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The home, in short, of a people living the life that God desires that men should 

live. . . ." 

 Though hardly a guide to the kind of society we should now seek to develop, it was 

a brave and idealistic vision in its time. We cannot, and should not wish even if we 

could, return to a pre industrial agrarian Ireland with its theocratic rule, enormous 

families, widespread poverty and mass immigration. We must, however, develop an 

alternative vision for what we want Ireland to be that transcends the narrow, 

unbalanced, materialistic ideology that replaced DeValera’s Ireland as we 

industrialised. It is not that collectively the Irish people are happy to see the society in 

which they live as nothing more than an extension to a neo liberal free market 

economy. The problem is that there is no adequate expression of what we wish our 

country to be beyond a system for attracting foreign investment and making profits 

for capitalists. There is nothing wrong with attracting foreign capital and enabling 

capitalists to profit from their investments but such a vision is a woefully inadequate 

basis on which to build a society.  

To echo the language of DeValera, that Ireland that we should dream of is one that 

is productive, technologically advanced and efficient so that its fruits can be 

enjoyed in moderation by the Irish people as a whole, where the wealth of society is 

used to provide education, health and social protection on an equal footing for all, 

where talent, good fortune, power and wealth carry with them commensurate 

levels of responsibility towards society at large, where ostentatious materialism is 

frowned upon and development is subservient to purpose, sustainability and 

environmental protection, where family and leisure occupy a status alongside work 

and productivity and where the purpose of government is to enable the economy 

to flourish while harnessing it to the wellbeing of our people as a whole and to the 

ends of justice worldwide. 

This vision of Ireland will not take root while the current blind ideology of the elite 

reigns supreme. It will not emerge from within the ranks of those who are part of the 

elite or who have been duped into thinking that their self interests lie in that 

direction. The largest, best educated sector of society that stands any chance of 

developing a class consciousness and at the same time possess the wherewithal to 

develop, articulate and give effect to an alternative vision for Irish society are public  

servants: academics, teachers,  medical personnel, civil servants , administrators and 

so on. At present this group, though entirely at odds with the elite ideology that 

characterises so much of the body politic and under sustained attack, are exerting 

little or no influence within our society.  Their votes are dissipated across the political 

spectrum, their support often extended paradoxically to the very forces that wish to 

destroy them.  This must all change. Public servants must unite as a class and 

demand a different Ireland to that which has emerged from the fevered 

machinations of the elite. The present crisis must mark the end of a social and 

political era and the dawn of another.   
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On transforming Irish society 

How are we to set about transforming society? The first step is to prevent the 

desperate attempt of a desperate government to avoid levying taxes as they 

should be levied in any remotely representative democracy. The determination 

against all logic and fairness to further target public servants should be recognised 

as having nothing to do with economics or responsible financial management and 

everything to do with ideological warfare. This is the last desperate throw of the dice 

by the elite, determined, no matter how unrealistically, to retain their ill gotten and 

now endangered privileges at the expense of a class they see as nothing but a cost 

on their profits. This is a battle not just about the livelihoods of public servants but 

about the fundamental nature of the society we will all inhabit in the future.  

As with all threats it can only be addressed if recognised. Groups and societies that 

fail to recognise the destructive processes within them court oblivion. Realism is the 

first prerequisite to survival. Public servants must recognise the danger they and Irish 

society at large face and realise that it is like nothing else they have ever faced 

before. Great sacrifices now are well worth making to overcome the dangers. Public 

servants must not blind themselves to the reality confronting them like Neville 

Chamberlain did in 1938 when he thought the Nazi threat could be appeased and 

confrontation avoided. Any appeasement or concessions now will result in ever 

increasing demands on public servants and an ever increasing hold by the elite over 

Irish society. It is a one way ticket to ruin. A Churchillian resolve is called for, where 

present discomfort and hardship is the price paid for survival. The greater the resolve, 

the better the chance of early victory. 

The membership must, and there are clear signs that this is already happening, wrest 

back control of the trade union movement. That is not, however, an easy process. A 

major change of personnel at the top is essential, just as it is in government and in 

banking. Those who allowed and connived in the subversion of the trade union 

movement must go. Otherwise, even with a change of heart, they will continue to 

apply the wrong ideological framework. Those who have become so immersed in a 

contrary system of values cannot serve to protect public servants in the coming war. 

Ideologically sound and truly loyal generals must lead the forces. Without that 

change public servants will fight with one arm tied behind their backs.  

The notion of partnership must be consigned to the scrap heap. It was always a 

duplicitous system designed for and by the elite. It may have served some purpose 

once but when your partners clearly show themselves to be your mortal enemies, 

you would be insane to have any further truck with them. The only tenable 

relationship between trade unions and government is now an adversarial one. 

Anything else is a fraud, designed only to dupe. This will remain the case until the 

nature and motives of government in Ireland are fundamentally altered and the 

stranglehold of the elite broken for good. 
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Public servants retain one huge advantage. They retain the trade union framework.  

The arsenal, though it has been locked away out of sight for years, is still intact. The 

only source of power trade unions ever had is the ability to collectively withdraw 

labour, the ability to strike. This source of power is still extant in principle and is 

potentially irresistible. An all out strike at the same time by all public service unions 

would paralyze government and society at large. It would provoke such a crisis that 

the axis of power would swing entirely back in favour of public servants. After all, 

they would simply be demanding not to be victimised, hardly an unreasonable 

demand that a Government could feel safe running the nation to a standstill to 

oppose.  

The only real obstacle to the proper use of the industrial action arsenal is 

psychological, though that may prove problematic indeed. Part of the problem lies 

in an understandable reticence to sacrifice income during strikes. Allied to this is a 

lack of conviction that strikes will necessarily result in success. Public servants will 

have to deafen themselves to the media in this context and realise that what passes 

for analysis and comment is in fact propaganda. The media in Ireland has been 

altogether captured by the elite ideology. It is entirely in the interests of those 

reflecting that ideology to undermine the will of public servants to fight their corner.  

From a psychological perspective it is a great disadvantage that they are without a 

mouthpiece to give voice to their perspective. In practice, this can be done without 

in the shorter term since industrial action is not won in any direct sense by popularity 

but by a firm resolve to continue to inflict damage on the employer, in this case the 

Government. In the present context, it is entirely advantageous that it is an 

unprecedentedly unpopular government with scarcely any credibility remaining 

with the public. Strong governments can hope to confront and face down strong 

opponents, particularly if they have a good case. Weak governments cannot. 

The greatest psychological problem of all faced by public servants is a lack of strong 

and committed leadership in the wake of the ideological capture of the trade union 

movement. In an ordinary set of circumstances, with normal trade unions, no 

Government would have risked threatening pay cuts on public servants. They would 

know that to do so was to cross the Rubicon and court a disastrous and futile 

confrontation. This government, weak though it is, has the recent experience of 

being able to foist a major pay cut on public servants without even a single day’s 

strike in response. The responsibility for that lies squarely with the Irish Congress of 

Trade Unions (ICTU) but we must not pretend that ICTU and the individual unions are 

somehow separate. The Public Services Committee of ICTU is chaired by Peter 

McLoone, General Secretary of the largest public sector union, IMPACT. This 

committee, responsible for the decision not to take real action to oppose the 

pension levy, comprises in the main the General Secretaries of the various public 

sector unions. Perhaps not all of them have been captured by the ideology of the 

elite but it would be extremely foolish to think that a majority have not been won 

over. They might, and even without conscious hypocrisy, strenuously object to this 

description but it flies in the face of what has transpired within ICTU not only on the 
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pension levy but for many years before to believe otherwise. The most obvious effect 

of this leadership lacuna at present is the extraordinary slow and timid response in 

the face of audacious threat. A single day’s strike without the clear and open threat 

of all out strike action right across the public sector does not betoken strong 

leadership.  

Admittedly, leadership in the trade union movement does not consist solely of the 

permanent mandarin class at the helm. It consists of elected Presidents and 

Executive Committee members who on the face of it make the decisions within 

individual trade unions. They, however, constitute a constantly changing set of 

faces, most of them over burdened voluntary part-timers who inevitably take their 

lead to a large extent from the Sir Humphries who are vastly more experienced and 

permanently engaged with the issues often for decades past. There is no question 

that the elite ideology which was absorbed by the upper echelons of the unions 

flowed down through the trade union membership as indeed such a ubiquitous 

ideology was inevitably being  contracted at the same time from the media and the 

confined nature of public discourse discussed above. Certainly it is the case that the 

admonitions of the union leaders were rather effetely opposed by the members but 

it is the job of leaders always to protect their followers. That leaders were successful 

in leading in no way exonerates them from the consequences of where they chose 

to lead their followers. In this case that was into destruction. 

The challenge facing union members is to ensure that they are not further duped by 

false prophets. The Benchmarking arrangements proved far from the equivalent of 

an ATM as was so confidently asserted by Joe O’Toole, then General secretary of 

the INTO. Whatever may be said of the Banks, they do not come back a few years 

later and recover by force the money you took from your account through the ATM. 

In the short term, union members through their branches and elected 

representatives must insist on all out strike action completely coordinated across the 

public sector if the Government persists as budget day approaches in its plan to cut 

public sector wages by any devise. Public servants must also make it plain that they 

support the obvious alternative, the raising of taxes, through a fair and equitable 

system right across society.  While the economic disaster emanated directly from the 

greed and irresponsibility of the elite, it is a fundamental dysfunction in Irish society 

which allowed them to wreak such havoc unhindered. Regrettably we must all now 

pay the price for that. It is certainly not too much to demand, however, that those 

who can more afford to do so will pay more than those who can less. 

In the longer run, the dysfunction in Irish society must be remedied. Public servants, 

not just because it is in their own interest but because they are best placed to do so, 

must take the lead. An understanding and consciousness must be fostered among 

those employed by the state that counteracts the elite ideology. Common political 

loyalties and a sense of common cause must be developed. It is entirely illogical 

and woefully self injurious for anyone in the public service to support political parties 

or public representatives who are tools of the elite. We must collectively come to a 

common understanding of where our self interest lies. If there is a feeling that none 
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of the existing political parties reflect the values of public service, that they are all in 

some way at odds with our interests, that is only because public servants have never 

articulated the kind of society they desire and put pressure on political parties to 

give expression to those desires. Of course the public sector’s failure in that respect 

simply reflects the overall failure of society to develop a sense of what Ireland should 

be. 

As in all societies, the public service is logically allied to parties of the left. The poor 

record of electoral success of such parties in Ireland is adequate testimony to the 

failure of those who are employed by the state to vote in their own best interests. It is 

also adequate testimony to the failure of those who are most dependent on state 

services to vote in their own best interests. This is most probably due to the peculiar 

history of Fianna Fail, the dominant political party in Ireland since the early 1930s.  

A variety of interrelated factors allowed the growth of Fianna Fail directly at the 

expense of parties of the left. Part of this was the legacy of civil war politics, wherein 

a diffuse sense of ‘Republicanism’ or more properly ‘Nationalism’, of which Fianna 

Fail was seen as the guardian, was deemed more important than economic and 

class issues in a post colonial society. There was also the degree to which parties of 

the left were vilified as Godless by the hugely influential Catholic Church. Fianna Fail 

itself was a peculiar party; neither fish nor fowl; all things to all people. Initially it 

emerged as the party of the small farmer and the less well off, a party that decried 

wealth and materialism under DeValera but transformed to a party of business and 

enterprise under Lemass in the late fifties. It remained, however, determinedly 

populist and still garnered widespread support across all sectors, rich and poor. This 

was best exemplified in the hugely successful ‘give away’ electoral strategy that led 

to their last outright victory in 1977 under Jack Lynch.  

It was not until the 198Os under Charles Haughey that Fianna Fail showed real ‘elitist’ 

tendencies, tendencies that lurched further ever rightwards in the coalition years 

with the openly elitist and neo liberal Progressive Democrat party. It is likely that 

Fianna Fail was effectively captured by the elite partly due to the dictatorial 

Haughey’s predilections and social outlook but also due to the vacuum of 

philosophy at its core. A party that is simply an expression of whatever wins votes is a 

straw in the wind and can easily be taken over by those with a determined agenda. 

The real position of the party under Bertie Aherne, though it should have been 

apparent from the various tribunal revelations, remained significantly masked by the 

amount of wealth flowing around in society and ultimately by the property bubble 

until it burst. The latter was of course a fairy tale, which could never have been real, 

but while the nation remained in thrall, the good time propaganda masked the true 

nature, loyalties and activities of Government under Fianna Fail. The affable and 

inarticulate, ‘friend of the working man’ persona of Bertie Aherne also did wonders 

to mask how Fianna Fail no longer bore any relationship to what it had been and  to 

which a large section of poor and middle Ireland gave their support. They were 

supporting a myth as should now be apparent to all save those in near psychotic 

denial. 

Comment [a2]: Ahern 
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That there is little sign that the second largest party in Ireland, Fine Gael, is any less 

under elite control is deeply disturbing. That it should too espouse such anti public 

sector rhetoric as it has further suggests how little impact public servants have had 

on the political milieu. It is to be expected that one major party will be in thrall to the 

elite but that the top two should be is indicative of serious societal dysfunction. In the 

longer term it is a necessity not only for public servants but for the balance and well 

being of society that this must change. The priorities and values shared by both the 

providers and recipients of public service must find a political home. It must be 

created. This can only be achieved if those who share such priorities and values can 

recognise and articulate them and focus them in the electoral arena. A philosophy 

of what our society should be like from this perspective must be given expression 

and a new paradigm in opposition to that of the elite must flower. The rendering of 

all this real is a task that must commence without delay. Public servants must give 

the lead. 

 

Ω Conclusion 

The battle being waged by public servants against being victimised and 

scapegoated in a deeply unjust and illogical manner is in reality a battle about 

ideology and about the kind of society we wish to inhabit. Since the 1980s and very 

probably before, an elite capitalist class has quietly seized ever greater control of 

Irish society filling a national ideological vacuum with expressions of their narrow self 

interest. Irish society has become a kind of appendage attached to a neo liberal 

capitalist economy. Society is now the servant of this economy and the economy is 

in turn the servant of the elite.  

The elite has been remarkably successful in capturing the main political parties, the 

media and even the trade union movement and in achieving a monopoly of 

thought, analysis and public discourse in all issues bearing on their control of society. 

This success is largely a product of the peculiar absence in Irish society of any 

adequately developed and widely available expression of what we wish our society 

to be. In this vacuum, it was possible for our largest and by far most influential 

political party to quietly transform itself into a creature of the elite without its 

supporters recognising that they were supporting a party that in no sense 

represented their interests any longer. In any other European country such a 

transformation would have been impossible. Political parties are expected to have 

clear ideological positions. In very simple terms, they lie to the left or the right along 

the political continuum. A party on the right cannot masquerade as being on the 

left and attract support from those whose wellbeing and sense of a just society lies 

towards the left. In Ireland that has been possible for a long time. It is to be hoped 

that the present crisis will put an end to such a situation. 
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Despite, or almost certainly because, of their extraordinary hold over society, the 

elite wildly overplayed their cards. The reckless connivance of business and 

government to create an immensely inflated property bubble which when it burst, 

as inevitably it had to, took down with it the whole of the Irish banking system and 

ripped the insecure foundations from beneath our system of public services. Faced 

with an unprecedented economic and social crisis and represented by a deeply 

resented and unpopular government, the elite faced the very real possibility of 

losing control. Their brand of economics was discredited; their ‘wealth creators,’ to 

whom aristocratic privileges had been afforded, were revealed as irresponsible 

wealth destroyers and only state intervention could rescue the whole system from 

collapse. The whole neo liberal enterprise was tottering and Ireland was on the brink 

of transformation.  

The elite had one last trump card to play. They still controlled government and major 

sectors of the media. It was time to learn the lessons of history. A scapegoat was 

required to deflect blame from where it lay and to fundamentally alter the debate. 

The trade unions had already been captured so it was deemed safe by the 

Government to attack the public service. As a social class public servants fitted the 

profile of a scapegoat group. The plan worked like a dream. An initial pre-emptive 

strike in the form of tearing up a national pay agreement on which the ink was 

hardly dry and imposing instead the punitive pension levy was scarcely opposed. 

Through acts of the most devious duplicity or else the most incredible 

incompetence, ICTU led the union membership up the hill only to lead them back 

down again without any attempt to fight. The media rowed in as expected acting 

as propagandists for the elite and the genuine challenge of how to address the 

national finances became solely a question of how to slash state expenditure. The 

real issue of how to better and more fairly levy increased taxes was entirely kept off 

the national agenda.  

Emboldened by the success of the plan, the Government decided that they would 

continue to bleed public servants and signalled their intent to slash public sector 

wages. What very nearly spelled the end of elite control was fast turning into a 

golden opportunity to hugely advance the elite agenda.  The already modest share 

of national wealth devoted to public services would be massively reduced. At the 

same time, the trade unions would be entirely undermined leaving public servants at 

the mercy of the elite. The status of public service as a career would be undermined 

also as relative wages and conditions of employment declined. This would be a 

bonus for the elite who would then be able to cut wages in the private sector while 

at the same time benefitting from a drain of talent out of the shrunken and 

demoralised public sector. The elite quite clearly have learned nothing about the 

true nature of society and indeed are unlikely to ever do so. That the public sector is 

the hub around which societal stability revolves is outside the elite paradigm of 

thought. That the thinking of this class is destructively selfish, short term and 

extraordinarily blinkered should be easily appreciated by anyone who has reflected 

even a little on how our society was brought to its present crisis. To expect the elite, 
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still in control as before, to lead Irish society in another direction is unrealistic in the 

extreme. Who would have expected George Bush and his band of similar neo liberal 

followers to rescue US society from its path of destruction? Why should things be any 

different here? 

What we as a society must realise is that the ideology that led Ireland into a very 

difficult and precarious place is day by day leading us closer and closer to ruin. We 

have already allowed our national finances through NAMA to be mortgaged for 

generations to come to rescue the very people who brought us to the brink of 

destruction. Are we now about to let that very same deeply irresponsible elite 

destroy the social contract that binds our society together? Right now only the 

public servants and their trade unions stand to save Ireland from the nightmare that 

confronts it. First they must prevail through massive and sustained industrial action. 

That victory must then mark the beginning of a new vision for Irish society, a vision 

which public servants will have to articulate and unite behind so as to give it political 

and social expression. It is time for a new Ireland to be born.  


